**WATERFALL FOR YOKOGAWA**

**SECURE PROCESS DATA REPLICAION**

Waterfall Security is a trusted partner of Yokogawa, securing the IT/OT connection in Yokogawa OPC deployments for many mutual customers worldwide. The Exaquantum data historian is one of the most comprehensive Plant Information Management Systems (PIMS) available for process industries. Exaquantum can acquire data from all facets of a process and transform that data into easily usable, high-value, widely distributed information.

Waterfall for Yokogawa is part of the Waterfall Unidirectional Security Gateway family of solutions, providing safe enterprise visibility into operations, with disciplined control. By deploying Waterfall for Yokogawa, businesses achieve safe IT/OT integration, eliminating the risk of remote cyberattacks entering their industrial control systems, while enabling seamless access to critical operational data for improved efficiencies.

**YOKOGAWA**

Co-innovating tomorrow™

**BENEFITS OF WATERFALL FOR YOKOGAWA**

- Safe, secure, replication of OPC-DA servers to enterprise networks
- Fully transparent to Yokogawa OPC system users
- Elimination of remote control cyberattacks and online malware propagation
- Facilitates and simplifies compliance with NERC CIP, NIST, CFATS, ANSSI, UK DfT
- Simple deployment, off-the-shelf solution
The Waterfall for Yokogawa/OPC Connectors are simple to install, with user-friendly, web-based configuration and monitoring tools. Comprehensive diagnostics include real-time alarms that alert users of fault conditions via Syslog, Windows logs, email, SNMP traps, log files and Waterfall’s monitoring console.

Waterfall for Yokogawa replicates OPC-DA servers in real-time from industrial networks to enterprise networks, without the risks that always accompany firewalls. Users interact normally and bi-directionally with replica servers, keeping industrial networks safe from remote cyber attacks. The Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway hardware deployed between the two networks makes it physically impossible for any attacks to flow from the corporate network into the industrial network, eliminating any threats of online remote attacks, malware or human errors.

**FULLY-FEATURED & ROBUST SUPPORT:**

- Faithful real-time replication of Yokogawa OPC-DA and OPC-UA
- Automatic discovery of new Yokogawa OPC-DA tags in ICS servers and automatic real-time propagation of those tags to the replicas
- Supports an unlimited number of OPC-DA tags
- 1 Gbps throughput standard
- High availability options